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This is the story of how I tried to update my computer to the newest version of 
Windows. If you attended services during the winter, you would have seen my little 
red laptop. It is a Lenovo notebook, which I purchased used for the noble price of 
$199. It has proven its worth many times over and was remarkably reliable during 
those months when our services, Cheder classes and adult education sessions were 
entirely on Zoom. But it has definite limitations: the expectation of its creators was 
that virtually all data would be saved on the Cloud, so why bother with a decent hard 
drive? The hard drive is 32 GB. Most computers nowadays have a hard drive which 
is between 30 and 60 times that size.  
 In early September, I started getting increasingly urgent messages on my 
computer that my version of Windows 10 would soon no longer be supported. I 
needed to upgrade to the latest version, and in order to do that I needed to free up 
large amounts of space on my teeny tiny hard drive. As I do with any technical 
challenge, I turned responsibility for upgrading my computer over to my younger son 
Nadav. Nadav discovered that a small but noticeable amount of storage on the hard 
drive was being used up by Dropbox files. Now I had always thought that the point of 
Dropbox was not actually to have those files on your computer. They were supposed 
to be saved on the Internet instead. But apparently these days Dropbox saves the files 
in the Cloud, where they can be accessed from any computer you log onto, and also 
onto your computer. When Nadav went to delete those files, the Dropbox program 
asked him if he wanted to delete them on the Cloud too. The emphatic answer to this 
question was No! Sadly, even after deleting every conceivable file, the computer still 
couldn’t update. Ultimately, Nadav found a way to install a much larger hard drive in 
the little laptop, and all was well. 
 The next day at the office, I went to open up a document from my Dropbox and 
found I was unable to. Every file folder in the Dropbox was gone, and that meant 
every file had vanished as well. Every eulogy I’d written in the last twelve years, 
hundreds of sermons, important personal papers—all gone. It was an indescribable 
moment. I called Nadav and asked in as calm a voice as I could manage, “Did you 
remember to backup the Dropbox files before you deleted them from my laptop?” 
The answer, thankfully, was Yes! Nadav was able to restore all the files over the next 
hour or so, and I was happily reunited with my beloved work. A very satisfactory 
ending to an extremely scary chapter! 
 During this process, I discovered that the contents of my Dropbox occupied 
about 700 MB of memory. To put this in context, this is considerably less data than 
my household uses in a single day of internet use. It’s essentially nothing. But to me, 
that 700 MB represents so much. In fact, I can honestly say that it is a lot of my life’s 
work over the time I’ve lived in South Australia.   
 What is your life’s work? What do you want to be remembered for? 
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 Abraham and his story dominate the narrative of Rosh Hashanah. Depending 
on whose timeline you follow, Abraham may already have lived for as long as 137 
years before the events of today’s Torah reading. There are significant moments in 
that life that we recall: how he was prepared to leave everything that was comfortable 
and familiar and start life again in a new land. How God promised enormous 
blessings to him and his descendants if he made that frightening journey to an 
unknown land. How he learned, to his astonishment, that his wife Sarah was going to 
become a mother at the age of 90, and how soon after he argued bravely with God 
upon learning that Sodom and Gomorrah would be destroyed. If I were to choose my 
favourite moment from Abraham’s life, it would be this one: Abraham risks all in 
challenging the Judge of all the earth to act justly. It’s clear that I’m not the only 
rabbi out there who is particularly attached to this passage: I note that Genesis 18 
which tells the story has been included both in the American and Australian versions 
of this High Holy Day prayerbook as an alternative reading for Rosh Hashanah 
morning. I wonder if Abraham were asked which accomplishment of his life he 
wanted to be remembered for, it might be this one.  
 But the story that we tell today, filled with pathos, suffering and sacrifice, is 
perhaps what Abraham is best remembered for. Artists through the centuries have 
been captivated by the image of this heartbroken, faithful father prepared not just to 
let his son die but to kill him with his own hands. There is a deep mystery at the heart 
of this story because the text is so sparse. We have no idea what either Abraham or 
Isaac is thinking. The rabbis involve Isaac more directly in the story: he instructs his 
elderly father to bind him tight so that he, with his youth and strength, will not be 
able to subdue Abraham. The rabbis also dip into Abraham’s own thoughts, 
imagining that three day journey in the company of his beloved son to the place 
where Abraham will be called upon to kill him.  
 Really, we have no idea. So the spare 19 verses of our text remain open to our 
imagination and interpretations—a challenge to the heart thousands of years since the 
story was first told.   
 We get a glimpse into a completely different kind of life with our haftarah 
reading. Hannah makes her life’s work very clear: she wants to be a mother. In an 
extraordinary midrash told in the Talmud, Hannah confronts God as forcefully as 
Abraham did in his efforts to save the people of Sodom and Gemorrah: “Master of 
the Universe, of all that you created in woman, You did not create anything for no 
purpose: Eyes with which to see, ears with which to hear, a nose with which to smell, 
a mouth with which to talk, hands with which to do work, feet with which to walk, 
and breasts with which to nurse. These breasts that You placed on my heart—what 
are they for? Am I not to nurse from them?! Give me a son and I will nurse with 
them!”  It is more than a little surprising and perplexing to us that once Samuel is 
born, Hannah holds on to him only long enough for him to weaned. He’s only about 
three years old when she brings him to the shrine of Shiloh and hands him over to Eli. 
I do wonder how the elderly priest reacted when Hannah showed up with an active 
little boy for him to care for. We discover in future chapters that she visits him each 
year, but otherwise she seems to have very little contact with him. Apparently she 
considers that her life work has been accomplished as soon as she brings him through 
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his early childhood days. As with Abraham, we can only speculate as tow what might 
be going on.  
 Thousands of years later, Abraham and Hannah have no control over how we 
remember them. But we ourselves have enormous control over our own legacies. I 
love this alternative version of the prayer “U’netaneh tokef” by Rabbi Joseph Meszler: 
 
On Rosh HaShanah it is written, on Yom Kippur it is sealed: 

That this year people will live and die, 
some more gently than others 
and nothing lives forever. 
But amidst overwhelming forces 
of nature and humankind, 
we still write our own Book of Life, 
and our actions are the words in it, 
and the stages of our lives are the chapters, 
and nothing goes unrecorded, ever. 
Every deed counts. 
Everything you do matters. 
And we never know what act or word 
will leave an impression or tip the scale. 
So, if not now, then when? 
For the things that we can change, there is t’shuvah, realignment, 
For the things we cannot change, there is t’filah, prayer, 
For the help we can give, there is tzedakah, justice. 
Together, let us write a beautiful Book of Life 
for the Holy One to read. 

 With Rosh Hashanah, we begin a ten-day journey to reflect on what we wish to 
write in our Books of Life. What will be our life’s work? How do we wish to be 
remembered? Do we want to be recalled for the loving, warm homes we shaped for 
our family and friends? For our creative work which kindled flames in hearts and 
minds? For our activism in working for a more just world? For everyday acts of 
human kindness that touched one person at a time with deep generosity? What can 
we do in our working lives that will bring good to the world? What can we 
accomplish when we’re not at work?  

 It’s tempting to confuse life goals with our life’s work. I have a life goal to 
learn to play the cello. I may not ever get around to it, and there’s every possibility 
that if I have the chance to try, I’ll discover that I’m either not very good or don’t 
enjoy it that much. But that’s a personal aspiration which ultimately impacts only me.  
I hope that I’ll derive enormous satisfaction and enjoyment from playing the cello, 
but I don’t imagine that I’ll change the world through my cello music. I’m pretty sure 
I’m no Yo Yo Ma.  

 What I do have to give the world is the work of my mind and the work of my 
heart. The work of my mind is what gets recorded among those 700 MB of data that I 
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feared had flown off into the ether. The work of my heart often involves only me and 
one other person, but I believe that it is there that I make the greatest difference I can. 
Sometimes I feel I’ve accomplished very little in my years on the earth, and other 
times I feel that I’ve done quite a lot. I’m thankful that I may have years ahead of me 
to do even more. 

 This is our second year using our gorgeous High Holy Day prayerbook 
Mishkan T’shuvah. I absolutely love it, AND I miss some of the external readings 
that I used to include when I was padding out our old Gates of Repentance books. 
One of the most powerful of those is Mary Oliver’s poem “The Summer Day.” The 
famous last line of her poem calls us to account and it seems to me almost tailor-
made for this particular night: What are you going to do with your one wild and 
precious life? This is a question I’ll leave hanging as we step into our ten day journey. 
What can we do that we are not yet doing? What are we doing that we know deep 
inside we should not be? And, at the heart of it all, What are you going to do with 
your one wild and precious life?  

 May the year ahead bring sweetness and joy, hope and health to the many 
many people throughout the world who need it. And may we be among those whose 
hands and hearts bring about a better world. Shana tova. 


